Flora Ann Woodworth was born on November 14, 1826, in New York, the first child of Lucien Woodworth and Phebe Watrous Woodworth. The Woodworths contacted the missionaries in 1832 and were soon baptized. They subsequently joined the Saints in Missouri and then moved to Illinois by 1839. Helen Mar Kimball Whitney described Flora Ann as a “very intelligent and smart and bright girl.”

Joseph Smith’s relationship with Flora Ann Woodworth is poorly documented. She left no records and no sealing date is available. A March 4, 1843, entry in the Prophet’s diary appears to have been written “Woodworth,” which is crossed out and is difficult to discern. The name “Woodworth” appears interlineally above in shorthand, so it is possible they were sealed that day.

Sometime after her sealing, Joseph presented her with a gold watch.

In an August 23, 1843, journal entry, William Clayton referred to a conflict erupting between Emma Smith and Flora Ann that apparently involved that watch: “President Joseph told me that he had difficulty with Emma yesterday. She rode up to Woodworths with him and called while he came to the Temple. When he returned, she was demanding the gold watch of Flora [Woodworth]. He reproved her for her evil treatment. On their return home she abused him much. ... He had to use harsh measures to put a stop to her abuse but finally succeeded.”

Seymour B. Young recalled in 1912 that Emma destroyed the watch: “The name of the Prophet’s plural wives [included] ... Flora Woodward to whom he is said to have given a gold locket or watch which was stamped under foot by Emma.”

Flora apparently reacted dramatically to the confrontation. The marriage index of Hancock County records Flora Ann marrying Carlos Gove, a non-member, the very next day after her confrontation with Emma. The level of friendship between Gove and Flora prior to their legal marriage is unknown, but it is probable that Emma encouraged the nuptial.

Flora had been previously chided by Orange Wight, another suitor, for allowing him to consort with her even though she was secretly sealed to the Prophet. Wight related in 1903:

I now come to that part of my story that you will be most likely interested in. Which regards the doctrine taught by the Prophet Joseph Smith in regard to the plural marriage system. At first the doctrine was taught in private. The first I knew about it was in John Higbie’s family. He lived close to us and being well acquainted with him and family I discovered he had two wives.

...
Now although only in my 20th year, ... I concluded to look about and try to pick up one or more of the young ladies before they were all gone, so I commenced keeping company with Flora Woodworth — daughter of Lucian Woodworth — (called the Pagan Prophet). I was walking along the street with Flora near the Prophet’s residence when Joseph drove up in his carriage, stopped and spoke to I and Flora, and asked us to get in the carriage and ride with him. He opened the door for us and when we were seated opposite to him he told the driver to drive on. We went to the temple lot and many other places during the afternoon and then he drove to the Woodworth house, and we got out and went in —

After we got in the house Sister Woodworth took me in an other room and told me that Flora was one of Joseph’s wives, I was aware or believed that Eliza R. Snow and the two Partridge girls were his wives but was not informed about Flora. But now sister Woodworth gave me all the information nessary, so I knew Joseph believed and practiced polygamy. ...

Now as a matter of course, I at once — after giving her Flora a mild lecture — left her and looked for a companion in other places, and where I could be more sure. I was now called on a mission to go up the river 5 or 6 hundred miles to make lumber for the Nauvoo House and temple.

In the aftermath of her daughter’s marriage to Carlos Gove, Flora’s mother once again entered the picture attempting to assist her strong-willed daughter. On August 26 Clayton wrote: “Joseph met Mrs. Woodworth and Flora and conversed some time.” Clayton’s journal also reports two additional visits between Joseph and Flora at Clayton’s home, occurring August 28 and 29.

These meetings were undoubtedly to deal with the future of Flora’s sealing to the Prophet, as well as to consider the theological consequences of her rash decision to marry Gove. On the other hand, if the plural marriage between Flora and Joseph had not been consummated, then the unrecorded consequences might have been different. Flora’s willingness to marry Gove on the spur of the moment and her previous behavior with Orange Wight raise the question regarding the level of physicality in the Flora–Joseph plural union.

Malissa Lott wrote to Andrew Jenson on June 27, 1887: “Flora Ann Woodworth ... married Carlos Gove at Navoo with the consent of the Prophet.” It appears less likely that the Prophet prospectively approved of the civil marriage or had freed Flora from her eternal covenant to him prior to her legal nuptial.

Our understanding of the interactions between Emma, Flora, and Joseph Smith is admittedly very limited. But it seems probable that Joseph Smith retrospectively granted Flora the needed divorce for this life. Whether other disciplinary action was taken is not recorded. Neither is it known if they agreed to also cancel (or “loosen”) the “eternity” portion of the sealing. Flora received her endowment in the Nauvoo Temple on January 17, 1846, and a temple sealing ordinances to Joseph Smith by proxy on February 4, 1846.
Despite Carlos Gove’s dislike for the church, Flora convinced him to accompany the western migration of the Saints. Helen Mar Kimball Whitney provided this narrative that states her marriage to Gove occurred after the Prophet’s death, which includes some apparent errors:

On the evening of September 1st [1846], Brother Woodworth and family arrived [at Winter Quarters]; all sick. They encamped outside of the square a little distance from our tent. We had a temporary bedstead prepared and took their daughter, Flora Gove, into our tent, where I nursed her until she recovered her strength. Her husband was also sick with fever; she had lain helpless for many days, and her heavy raven locks were so matted together that it took me hours to comb them out. We have lived neighbors in Nauvoo and were old schoolmates. She was older than myself and was sealed to the Prophet Joseph as his wife. This happened before I was aware of the principle. A young man boarding at her father’s after the death of Joseph, not a member of the church, had sought her hand, in time won her heart, and in a reckless moment she was induced to accept his offer and they eloped to Carthage, accompanied by a young lady friend, and were there married by a Justice of the Peace. Flora was never happy with him as he hated the Mormons, and she felt condemned for the rash step she had taken. She made this confession to me while I was nursing her, and said she desired to cling to Joseph hereafter.

They settled at the “Point,” and she paid me a visit the following winter. She still expressed herself as strong in the faith of the gospel, also her great desire to cleave to the Prophet. I never saw her again as she died at that place, leaving two or three children.

Andrew Jenson recorded over forty years later: “She [Flora Ann Woodword] regretted her last marriage, her husband being an unbeliever, and intended to cling to the Prophet.” The word “cling” could represent a desire to be sealed to him in eternity.
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